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Helisight 

"A Different Perspective"

Explore the stunning landscapes of Rio de Janeiro as you soar over its

skies with Helisight. Established in 1991, the operator offers eight thrilling

and unique tours that take you around some of the city's most popular

attractions including the breathtaking Christ the Redeemer Statue. The

tours start from four different points in the city and offer numerous

durations based on your preference.

 +55 21 2511 2141  www.helisight.com.br/home/  Avenida Rodrigues Alves, Pier Maua,

Rio de Janeiro
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Saveiros Tour 

"Rio by water"

Discover the stunning natural beauty of Rio and its surrounding areas

through the fantastic boat tours by Saveiros Tour. From two-hour tours of

the Guanabara Bay to group charters that last the entire day, they offer a

wide variety of excursions to suit all tastes. Besides this, Give your night

out a twist, with the numerous boat parties on offer. The tours depart from

numerous points across the city. Check website for more.

 +55 21 2225 6064  www.saveiros.com.br/  saveiros@saveiros.com.br  Avenida Infante Dom

Henrique S/N, Lojas 13 e 14,

Marina da Glória, Rio de

Janeiro
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Rio Hiking 

"Outdoor Adventure"

Explore Rio's spectacular natural landscapes through the exhaustive

hiking and adventure tours offered by Rio Hiking. Established in 1999, the

setup has been delighting adventure enthusiasts with their exciting tours

that go beyond most guidebooks. From hiking tours in Tijuca and Pedra

da Gavea to scuba diving and hang-gliding, they have something for

everyone. Group packages are available, and they can also arrange for

accommodation. Check website for details.

 +55 21 2552 9204  www.riohiking.com.br/  Rua Coelho Neto 70, Rio de Janeiro
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